A Journey on a Road Never Traveled.
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Overview of The Journey

🌟 Goals
🌟 Tools
🌟 Lessons learned
🌟 What I would do differently
🌟 Future work
Goals

- Create ACM website
- Pages to depict certain topics
- Graphics
- Pictures
- Overcome lack of knowledge
Tools

- Books
- Word 2000
- Clipart
- Other ACM websites
- Patience
- Prayer
Lessons Learned

- Investigate before contracting out
- Understand commitment depth
- Technology is not always “friendly”
- Plan for mishaps
- Have no fear
What Would Be Different?

🌟 Take advantage of the summer
🌟 Take Mr. Tracy’s class
Future Work

- Improve site
- Learn more
- Take Mr. Tracy’s class
Demonstration

🌟 ACM Website